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Descartes a la mode :
Nietzsche and Valery on Cognition

LEONARD ORR

Much of Nietzsche's Will-to-Power can be read as a rcfutation of Descartes'
cogito : in summing up Cartesian thinking about cognition, Nietzsche finds that
Descartes has misscd the point. "If one red uces the proposition to 'There is
thinking, therefore there are thoughts,'" notes Nietzsche, "one has produced a mere
tautology: and precisely that which is in question, the 'reality of thought,' is not

touched upon-that is, in this form the 'apparent reality' of thought cannot be
denied. But what Descartes desired was that thought should have, not an
apparerttreality, but a reality in itself)" Reality in itself, according to Nietzsche,
is never discussed or analyzed because pe0I>le are content with the surface image
of things and with their superficial understanding of their own thinking processes.
It is in this region that Nietzsche's thought most exactly coincides with that of
Paul Valery.

According to Valery, the difference between the creative mind and the
mundane min<;l(for Valery there is a viable and not a specious difference between
the two) is that the creative mind sees new questions or unanswered questions in
the familiar object. The child asks questions about the familiar object or every-
day event and receives in answer a simplistic, received, and monolithic interpreta-
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tion of the object or event. Eventually, the child no longer asks or even sees the
questions since all queries seem to have been answered. In truth, Valery argues,

~he cliche, the dogmatic response, is substituting for any authentic interrogation
of the object. And language, rather than being the medium of communication
and elucidation, precludes any confrontation with the object itself 2.

The common epithet applied to Valery (an epithet which bears out Valery's
argument since it prevents us from reading him in an unprejudiced manner) is that
of "aesthete." But Valery is not an aesthete, any more than Nietzsche is; both men
are led to their positions and to their startling rhetoric by disgust with the tradi-
tions which gloss over the perception of the present, a history which binds and
blindfolds. We see this frequently in Valery's Nietzschean letters to Andre
Gide:

Everything is false ! The dissonance splits the ears of my understanding.
Language is poor as a widow. Nature is ugly as if a second rate artist had made
it Now nothing is created Mystery doesn't exist, alas! ....
Causes and effects don't exist! We create them, Geutlemen! So what does that
prove?

Style ? Go and watch them fabricate it if you want to vomit! Artists, you
will go mad ! Bourgeois, you are stupid! Who made the universe? I did !
,God is an atom that radiates. God is principle ... God is an Idea. God is!
So God is a few words. That is not much '" 3

This bombast is the result of despair over an unreflective people. FoIIowing
Nietzsche's observations to their natural end Valery is convinced of the complete
subjectivity men have of their enviwnments and the superficiality of that know-
ledge,

Valery's notebooks are filled with the analyses of his own thought processes:
commenting on his own habit of awakening daily at four in the morning to write
in his notebooks for a few hours, Valery writes that "to think otherwise than
everybody else (simply by recasting everyone's observations) comes almost as
naturally to anyone who feels uncommonly wide awake when most others are
asleep. From this I formed the habit of considering the common view of things
as an expedient, always untrmtworthy" (Moi, 333). If Valery is sometimes given
to excess in expressing such sentimeDts, particularly in his notebooks and in his
letters to close friends, the excesses are almost always due to his attempt to recast
the everyday manner of looking at thil1gs. "Each one of us mllstperhaps do his .utmost
tofind, or rcnderfalse, everythingthat is accepted true by all --at least in his private
usage" (Moi. 333 ; Valery's italics). Like Nietzsche, Valery calls for a revaluation
of all values.
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When Valery or Nietzsche issue this call for revaluation, they are rejecting
the common Western mode of thought which seeks definitive answers or single
interpretations to questions, problems, or things. It is easy to domesticate the
world by seeing it simply, in only one way. But, as Ruediger Grimm has noted,
f('r a thinker such as Nietzsche "there can be no 'correct' it:terprctations, if by
correct we mean 'corresponding exactly to reality,' because Nietzsche denies that
it is meanirgful or comisteLt to talk about any such realm of stable, self identical
ertitics to \\ hi( h statements could correspond." 4 1:1 Nietzscte s view, and in
Valery's we either misunderstand N fail to see the \vol1J because of our tendency
to simplify, orgaJoize, and categoriz.::.

Nietzsche argues for "persp::ctivism," which he 0pposes to positivism
Perspectivism holds that facts do not exist; only many interpretations, "countless
meanings," exist for phenomena (r'VP, 481) It is lIot t:nough, Nietzsche writes, to
say that interpretations are subjective; even the subject which makes he inter-
pretation is a p,rsona, a thing which is posited, invented by the thinking subject.
This subjective interpreter is limited by the horizon of his understanding and
experience, his "1"- concept (Wi>, 482). "Our particular case is interesting
enough: we have produced a conception in order to be able to live in a world, in
order to perceive just enough to endure it -." (TVP,568). These facts and C0n.
cepts which we take to be the \\ orld are distortions since they are wrenched from
c0ntext, removed from the wNld. Grimm explains that by "turning our experi-
ences into facts, concepts, truths, statistics, etc. we 'kill' them, rob them of their
immediacy and vitality and embalm them, thus transforming them into the conven.
ient bib of knowledge \\ hid1 furnish our comfortable, predictable, sm ug existences"
(Gri1hm,32).

Nietzsche refers to this process as the 'Egyptianism" of philosophers
caused by their hatred of becoming. The major culptit for the transformation of
things of the world into "conceptual mummies" is laJlguage, according to Nietz-
sche. Language is the deceptive straitjacket which makes permanent and static
the concept of a thing, which hands it over to tradition, and which becomes a
barrier to understanding. We accept the apparent for the real (TI, 36). Language
relies upon the notion of correspondence and stability which Nietzsche rejects.

Valery, \\hether on his own or through his reading of Nietzsche, came to
much the same conclusions about language. ''1 have observed for a long time,"
he wrote in a letter to Gide in I~OI, "that the philosophers have scarcely stirred
in reality uny but the meaning of words, So they teach us nothing clear about
the mind but only the interior or relations of language, this language resting on
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nothing" (Mai, 230). This language which is 5ignifier without signification is
extended by Valery to form a response to the Cartesian cogito. If all we know of
the world is through language, and if that is the only medium through which we
may communicate, it is in fact standing for the world: however inadequate, it is
all the world there is. But in that case, our understanding of the world and our
knowledg;: of the self is always a fiction. Valery complains that it is not possible
for him to be sure "that the entity Mr. P. V is. anything but a 'convenient
notation' " (Alut, .:15). Our language allows us to make up the world. As Nietz-
sche notes, "We believe in reason: this, however, is the phil050phy of gray
canuptf. Language depends on the most naive prejudi..;es" (IV?, 522). Nidzsche's
and Valery's arguments run along lines similar to those found in the well-known
"Dreaming Argument" in the First Meditadon of Descartes, but whilc DC5cartes
could resolvc his doubt in the Sixth Meditaiim by more or less rejecting his Fir::.t
Meditation premises, Nietzsche and Valt:ry remain sceptical6.

For Valery, resolving the problem is made even more difficult because it 1S
necessary to use language to interrogate language and the represented object 1S
continually receding from the representation.

My profession obliges me to use a great many vague It'ords and to give the
appearance of speculating about them, by way of them.

For me they have no value. I do not really think \\ith these philosophers'
words - - \\ hich are generally txpedients of everyday language to \\ hidl a specific

importance is given, and from which we try to draw some superiur knovvledge: - -
attributing a meaning to them, con~idering them as problems ill one attitude of
mind while using them as adequate means in another.

For instance, what is Time, Beauty, etc. ? Your prlUse i~ not promising. A
can understand B, who uses these words. But A doc> Ilot understot:dA. (A1oi, 318).

Or as Nietzsche points out more strongly, "Compared with music all
communication by words is shameless; words dilute and brutalize; words deperso-
nalize; words make the uncommon common" (WP, 810). Yet we are willing,
according to Nietzsche, to believe in truth, in the concept of stable meaning and
..hared understanding our representations out of fear and laziness. It is necessary
for us to use a "psychological redu<,;tioll," Whether we believe: that the world does
ex.istor that the world doesn't; in either case we are relieved of doubt (WP, 585).
It is impossible to avoid belief: "Bcli.::ving is the primal b.'ginning even III every
sense impression: a kind of affirmation the first intdl~ctual activity! "7
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Similarly, for both Nietzsche and Valery, it is impos~ibk to use sens
impression to verify existcnce of anything or any sort of ontolugical ~tatus: ike
language, the senses can only falsify and simp!ify. Both sensory data and one's
interpretations of sense impressions are already, in effect, coded in the same mal1l1<Jr
as language; the sense.s, too, are "Ill ummified" by concepts and are removed from
the real. We believe that we know th-: thing when we have discemed its. outline,
its surface, or its symptoms, while our conceptualizations are merely the impo-
verished shell of the real.

At the same time, Nietzsche and Valery find themstlves trapped in a corner.
Just as it is impossible to critique language without u'sing language and so partici-
pating in the same sort of inevitable errors you are pointing out, it is impossible

to declare that those who believe in some sort of stable reality and interpretation
are wrong unless ,one has in mind a stable interpretation \Vhich is right. As John
Wilcoxpoirlts out, "Nietzsche cannot consistently upbraid his enemies in this kind
of language if he is a non cognitivist himself. Accu~ing your enemies of ignorance
has no point unless you believe in the possibility and desirability of knowledge,
There is no bite to the charge that someone has blinded himself to reality unless
it is possible to do better - - to see reality for what it is. Nor does it make sense
to criticize others for building their values on falsehopd unless values can and
should be built on truth. But these are precisely the kinds of accusations Nietz-
sche often makes,"8 Valery, too, could not d;.:vote himself to his voluminous rumi-
nations on the self. the mind, thinking-, and so on, unles~ he was cenain that he
could move in the dire-:tion of truth; th~re must b~ contJdence in the existence of
a truth to be discovered if the investigator is to go ()n so tirelc>sly in his investI-
gations.

It is intecsting that the Val;.:ry of the Calti"r;, is something (,ther than the
public Valery, the Valery of commissioned prefaces, introductions, book reviews,
public lectures. He is'less intere~ted in purdy aesthetic questio,ns ! if there is such
a thing as purely aesthetic) than one might suspect. He is intrigued by more
fundamental questions: what separates my mind from other minds? How do I
know when I am actually expcri~ncing something and when I am imagining it ?
What types of thinking are there? In Judith Robinson's assessment, "the only
kind of writing which really interested him was that which taught him something
new and positive about his own mind, and hence about the functioning of the mind
in generaI9."

Valery tried to work out these questions in such writings as the Teste cycle
and the Leonardo essays. The hero of Valery's studies of Leonardo is not the
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historical Leonardo, but the intellectual master, the Renaissance man (with all of
the traditional connotations of that term), the epitome of thinking as reconstructed
by Valery. Valery's Leonardo is not a man who once lived, but he is instead a set
of attributes; Valery names this set "Leonardo," The mind of this construct
"Leonardo" is admirable, to Valery, for the way in which it perceives details and
makes connections. Valery's Leonardo is neither crushed by nor unaware of the
myriad details of the mundane. By contrast, as Glenn S. BlIIne has explained in
his article on Valery's Leonardo, "Our minds cannot bear to consider with any
sustained precision each element of our ptrception. Hence, most of us are forced
to lump things together into conventioual classifications 10." Valery's understanding
of the artist Leonardo, the artistic or creative mind, seems to mirror Nietzsche's
analysis of the aJ tist in Will to Pow r.

Nietzsehe finds that this "distinguishes the artist from the laymen (those
susceptible to art : ths latter reach the high point of their susceptibility when they
receive; the former as they give - - so that an ~ntagonism between these two gifts

is not only natural but desirable. The p~rspxtiv.;:s of thes~ two states are
opposite: to demand of the artist that he should practice the pelspectivc of the

audience (of the critic - - -) meansto demand that he should impoverish himself
and his creative power -." (WP, 811). The artist's "physiological states" mould
the personality of th~ artist; these states are intoxioatiotl, an "extreme sharpness of
certain senses" (this is an explosive condition which enables the artist to see the
extraordirJary in the familiar while exp~riencing an exuberant need to communicate
this fresh impressi0n to ethers), and, unfortunately, from Nictzsche and Valery's
perspectives, the "c')mpz,/sionto imitate." This last quality prevents "laymen" from
becoming artists. This compulsion is "an extreme irritibility through which a given
example becomes contagious --a state is divined on the basis of signs and imme-
diately enacted - - A kind of deafness and blindness towards the external
world - - the ralm of admitted stim uli is sharply defined" (~'f P, 811), The artht is

understood to be stronger than those y,ho are 110t arti~ts, sim ultaneously more
susceptible to sensual stimuli yet capable of rising to meet his artistic demands
without collapsing under his greater awareness of the world. Nietzsche contrasts
the artist wi~h the "scientific man:' "':':ompared with the artist, the appearance of
the Sci'TitijiCman is actually a sign of a certain damming up and lowering of the
level of life ( . - but also of strengthening, severity, hardness, will power /'
(WP, 816).

In his Teste cycle II Valery creates a character who is the Cartesian man
and the interface between the artist and the scientific man. Certainly Monsieur
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Teste was inspired through Vakry's reading of Descartes; the J)bcourse on !vIet/lOa
provided the scaffolding for vakry':; major prose work, "1 reread the Discourse

on Method recently," he wrote to Gide. "It is certainly the modern novel, as it
could be written. Notice that the later philosophy rejected the autobiographical
part. Yet this is the point to take it up afain, and then we &hallhave to write the
life of a theory, just as we have too often written that of passion" (Moi, 161 ;
letter of ]894). But T(st~ was not simrly an interesting way for Valery to discuss
a philosophical theory. Test~ is actually a test of Valery's thinking up to that
point in his life; his installments of the Teste cycle over a forty year period repre-

sent Valery's thinking on thinking; Teste was his workbook as much as the Cahiers.

He explained that he was at loose ends after completing his degree, "de&pair in
every direction." Then "1 passed through my inner 18 Brumaire which led to the

advent of 'Mr. Teste.' ... This meant that 1 resolved to think with rigor - - to
not believe - - to consider as null and void everything that could not be brought to

total precision, etc. (Moi, 7).

Teste, to Valery, represented a p~rson.ll and ph ilosophical revolution, as
well as a genre exp.;:riment. He spoke sometimes of Teste as Flaubert spoke of
Madame Bovary and BOllvard(indPeC/:chet, Just as Flaubert wished to write a novel
with nothing.as its subject, Valery wanted to write "A kind of LOvel (without
intrigue," (Moi, It;3). After all, Valery noted in "Remarks About Myself" that he
and Teste were both bored by event.,. "Ever,ts are the foam of things," he declares.
"It is the sea that interests me. We fish in the sea, we sail en the sea, we s\\ im in
it .., But the foam ?" (Aloi, 290-91). The Teste cycle is therefore "the history

of a man who thinks" (Moi, 180). At one and the same time, Valery identifies
with Teste ("My mother sends her salutations to you both. 1 was about to forget

to insert it out of 'Trstisrne'," A1oi, 187) and idolizes Teste for his dedication to
studying the intellect and the uncommon ("Monsieur Teste's question: 'What is a
man's potential ?' became my whole philosophy," Moi, 306).

Teste and Leonardo were devices through which he could revaluate. all

values. Teste and Leonardo, Valery explained in an interview, "are pure mental
exercises like little novels of mental research and analysis" (Moi, .:-44). These
works were ways of breaking out of the prison, the fact that "man is a closed
system in relation to knowledge and act8" (Moi, 3061. Valery expla ined that
through working out Teste's questions, he was kd to "outlaw all Idols. 1 sacri-
f1ced them all to the one that had to be created to subj ugate the others, the Idol oj
the intellect. My M?nsieur Telto!was its high priest" (MJi, 295).
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Valery recognized that his authentic being (one of Valery's notebooks wa!\
titled, in English, Self Book) was covered with what Glenn Bnrne has ca1\ed the
"habitual encrustations of personality." 11 It was necessary to ,wercome or trans-
cend the trapping!\ of his personality and the public and private images of Valery.
Valery viewed people as protagonists in novels of their own writillg and as secon-
dary characters in the novels everyone else was writing. Only someone like
Teste could overcome this state through his rejection of cliche. We see this, for
example, in the scene with Teste at the Opera, where the spectacle for Teste is in
the audience rather than on the stage. Going to the opera is a ritual activity in
which behavior must conform to gronp expectations; Teste, in studying groups
within the larger group of the audience, in treating the auidence as grist for his
speculative mill; is violating and altering the ritual and raising himself above it;
Teste valorizes the individual (such as himself) over the group from which he
maintains a safe distance. According to Nietzsche, the "basic error" is "to
place the goal in the herd and not in single individuals But now one is
attempting to understand the herd as an individual and to ascribe a higher rank
than to the indi vidual -- profound mis und..:rstanding ! !!" (WP, 766). Te~te can
do nothing about the group, the crowd, the herd; he cannot challge it at a1\; he
can only observe, classify, organize, and transcend ir, through his interpretation.
"Ultimately," Nietzsche notes, "the individ ual derives the values of his acts from
himself; because he has to interpret in a unique way even the words he has in-
herited. His interpretation of a formula at least is personal; as an interpreter
he is still creative" (WP, 767).

The Teste cycle, the Leonardo essays, the Callien, and the corr~spondence
with Gide, and most of Nietzsche's writings as we1\, are in fact polemical works
\\ hich attempt to revise the commonplace understanding of the role of artists and

philosophers, to make philosophers become as anists, to awaken the reader to
possibilities of interpreting the world which have been overlooked. In his margi-
nalia to his essay "The Method of Leonardo" Valery writes: 'Why arthts are
useful; they preserve the subtlety and instability of sensory impressions. A
modern artist has to exhaust twothirds of his time trying to see what is visible _ _

and above all trying not to see what is invisible, Philosophers often pay a high
price for striving to do the opposite:' 14
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